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The vast majority of stakeholders,
including (SME) managers,
do not have a clue of the challenges we are facing.

Empowerment of trade union representatives
can therefore help to raise awareness.
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• “What are the opportunities in Flanders for the metal sector

to move towards a ‘new industrialisation’ in a sustainable way?
On what specific niches should/can enterprises focus on?
• In the longer term the fundamental question is how can
societal systems such as housing, manufacturing, mobility,
energy ... substantially be rearranged ? Addressing these
systems with a long-term perspective is called systeminnovation within a framework of sustainable development.
Both government and enterprises are focusing on the short
term and not on the sustainable longer term. How can this
modernization be accomplished?"
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Content
1. The challenges for the global community …
and Belgium/Flanders
2. The metal sector in Belgium:
the current situation

3. De metal sector in Belgium/Flanders:
the challenges summarised
4. A practical approach oriented towards a desired future

…
Annex – Security of supply and prices of critical (rare) (earth) metals
Annex – Specific vulnarbility at the local level
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The metal sector ?
Division Description

24

Manufacture of basic metals

25

Manufacture of fabricated metal products,
except machinery and equipment

26

Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products

27

Manufacture of electrical equipment

28

Manufacture of machineryand equipment n.e.c.

29

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

30

Manufacture of other transport equipment

Source: NACE Rev. 2 (2008)
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1. The so-called ‘megaforces’
2. The specific vulnerability: ‘war on metals !’
3. Towards a circular economy …
4. … but what about the social context ?
5. A practical approach: possible actions

6. A vulnerability tool
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Major societal challenges:
linking ‘megaforces’
•

energy and fuel

•

climate change

•

scarcity of resources

•

scarcity of water

•

population growth

•

welfare

•

urbanisation

•

food security

•

degradation of ecosystems

•

deforestation

(rare earth) metals
biomass

Low carbon society,
in particular,
greening the supply.

Source: KPMG (2012)

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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Source: Chatham House (2012)
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The so-called ‘megatrends’ in the news

•

Changing demographic balances

•

Increasing speed of technological development and its unforeseen impacts

•

Scarcity of natural and other resources

•

From a unipolar to a multipolar world

•

Climate change

•

Increasing fragility of natural and societal systems

Publication yesterday !
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The specific vulnerability:
‘war on metals’ ! (1)
(Clean) Tech:
the performance increases by using a huge diversity of metals,
but …

Source: OECD (2010)
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The specific vulnerability:
‘war on metals’ ! (2)
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The specific vulnerability:
‘war on metals’ ! (3)

The major producers of the twenty EU critical raw materials

Source: EC (2014)
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The specific vulnerability
of the metal sector
For sure there are other – more ‘classical’ –
aspects of vulnerability,
but the specific vulnerability is about …
• the volatile, increasing prices
and the insecurity of supply of …
• energy
• raw materials
• possibly elsewhere in the chain,
upstream or downstream.
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A SWOT-analysis by ECONOPOLIS:
differences with the one from IDO vzw, in short (1)
‘strenghts’
•
•

ECONOPOLIS stays within the framework of ‘globalisation’, while in our report we
argue for a ‘continentalisation’, i.e. a circular economy within Europa;
ECONOPOLIS do find the presence of multinationals a strength, while we
analyse this as a weakness: the decision-makers – as could be observed at
several occasions – are not based in Belgium; hereby doubts are arising about
the (financial) engagement to shape a circular economy;

‘weaknesses’
•
•

•

the issue of labour costs is outside the scope of our report;
in the text of their publication ECONOPOLIS points at the need for “the reform of
the social partners and a modern governance in their structure”, while in the matrix
of the SWOT-analysis the focus is on the trade unions; in our report we point at
the vertical compartimentalisation of all stakeholders as problematic;
in our current report we didn’t focus on the decision-making structure of public
authorities, but from the perspective of sustainable development we are
advocating always a vertical and horizontal integration.
Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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A SWOT-analysis by ECONOPOLIS:
differences with the one from IDO vzw, in short (2)
‘opportunities’
•
•

ECONOPOLIS thinks ‘green economy’ is an opportunity; in our report we point at
the difference between ‘green economy’ and ‘circular economy’;
‘energy costs and projects’ are indeed an opportunity; in our report we have
added: ‘with a view for trade offs and rebound effects’;

‘threats’
•
•

•

the increasing delocalisation is indeed a threat,
but nowadays not only because of the ‘classical’ reasons from the past;
ECONOPOLIS finds the shortage of skilled labour force a threat, but the
question we put forward in our report: ‘Schooling for what?’ ‘A circular
economy?’;
“the awareness of the seriousness of the situation and the need for a
manufacturing industry is increasing to slowly“ says ECONOPOLIS;
in our report we endorsed this statement,
but we are adding more and/or other reasons.
Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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From the current ‘throughput’ economy …

Source: translated from Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013)
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… towards a circular economy
within the context of sustainable development.

Source: translated from Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013)
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… towards a circular economy
within the context of sustainable development.

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013)
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Do we create space for biomass ?

@DeMorgen (3/2/2014):
“Producing own food?
You need 1.282 m² land.”
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Time for maintenance, reuse, renovation ?
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“Instead of shredding, let’s reverse the belt at Ford”
Some prerequisites …

» Design for scarcity

» Recycling for scarcity

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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Transition towards a low carbon society,
through a circular economy at the regional level.

Green Economy
Sustainable
Development

Circular economy

Source: Mazijn B. et Gouzée N. (2012)
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Towards a circular economy, but …
Justice
as a necessary prerequisite

At the macro level
• How can the transition
towards a circular economy
be streamlined with securing
the social security
(health care, pensions, …) ?

Source: Mazijn B. (2014)
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The impact of a circular economy
(in Europe) on the Global South

N

A circular economy
in OECD countries (in particular Europe)
and waste export to the Global South

t

Import of resources from the Global South
to OECD Countries (in particular Europe)

Z

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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A practical approach: possible actions for the future (1)
One first question:
do we/you know if the financial flows are targeting
a real economy we/you are looking for?

The answer is: no. But it could be realised if – inter alia - trade
unions from now on (2015-2020) …
• would participate actively and financially
in organising production and consumption in our society
e.g. via cooperatives;
• would reorient existing financial flows – for which they are codeciding – towards a circular economy (e.g. pension funds).

Examples …
• cooperatives for well developed urban mining
(recycling of raw materials)

• Alliance for Work and Environment
(energy & water: managing and sustainability of supply)
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A practical approach: possible actions for the future (2)

In the metal sector:

‘classical’ production processes
and

‘recycling’ processes
• maintenance and repair
• refurbishment and reuse
• dismantling

Source: translated from Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013)
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A practical approach: possible actions for the future (3)
Recommendations to take initiative with a result in the short term:

… by trade unions/public authorities:
•

development of a vulnerability tool (cf. EFI’s)

•

identification of niches oriented towards a circular economy

•

capacity building of trade union representatives

•

solidarity with the Global South

•

…

... by public authorities:

•

one Minister of Raw Materials, Energy and Spatial Planning

•

monitoring of raw material flows (biomass and minerals/metals)

•

R&D and EESD: ‘design for scarcity’ and ‘recycling for scarcity’;

•

blocking ‘leaks’ of raw materials (cf. export);

•

supporting recycling capacity (no out-dated technologies!);

•

…
Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2013)
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A practical approach: possible actions for the future (4)

Recommendations to take initiative with a result in the medium term:
•

setting up, scaling up and expansion of new / existing transition arenas;

•

stimulating product/service systems;

•

special attention to an equipment plan for 'transport' and for 'energy';

•

…

Source: Mazijn B. and Devriendt S. (2013)
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Tool to assess the vulnerability
of enterprises
regarding the supply of critical raw materials
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Three categories of raw materials
(based on inter alia the list of EC):
•

rare earth metals

•

metals with a volume supply risk

•

other criticial materials

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2014)
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The tool – webbased and user friendly – allows
a screening of the enterprise in terms of vulnerability:
•

ECONOMY: turnover ? costs ?

•

SUPPLY: physical aspects ? financial aspects ?

•

STRATEGY: essential ? substitution ? suppliers ?

INNOVATION: R&D ?

Source: Mazijn B. and Devriendt S. (2014)
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ECONOMY
turnover
ECONOMY
costs

INNOVATION
R&D

STRATEGY
diversity of
suppliers

SUPPLY
physical aspects

STRATEGY
substitution

SUPPLY
financial aspects
STRATEGY
essential metals

vulnerability
of the enterprise

100 % vulnerable

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2014)
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Royal Decree of 27 November 1973

concerning the regulation of economic and financial information
to be provided to the works council

The so-called EFI’s.
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The use of the vulnerability instrument
serves multiple objectives:
•

at the level of the enterprise, for discussion at the works council,
– in some enterprises, after filling out the screening tool
by trade union representatives;
– in other enterprises, after demanding the employer to fill out the screening
tool;

in order to increase the resilience;

•

at the level of the RESOC’s
(regional socio-economic consultation committee’s)
in order to safeguard local employment;

•

at the level of (sub-)sectors
in order to identify niches;

•

in view of setting up a dialogue between the employers organisation and
public authorities

•

enz.

Source: Mazijn B. en Devriendt S. (2014)
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Thank you !
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